
“Building Books…. “ 

Some thoughts…. 

 Think about “big idea” of store bought books and then how you can build that idea into 

homemade books; create samples 

 Share some different samples with parents; have parent choose what he/she might want to 

create that is age appropriate to child 

 Involve parent in making as much as possible 

 If parent can do (with help if needed), using some predictability and/or rhymes in text adds 

value 

 When making, “books” should always have a “cover” with a title and author (Book basics) 

 Have parent “read” book first to be familiar; talk about ways to share with child. 

 Observe a shared book reading between parent and child 

 Get parent reflections and give feedback and ways to extend/expand reading/use of book.  

 

Homemade Books shown: 

1. Forever to use: Index cards on ring with simple pictures or stickers (can become letter cards, 

word cards, rhyming cards, etc.) 

2. Tracking: Black/White high contrast book for tracking (use geometrics on internet/shapes) and 

put on index paper with ring 

3. Interactive books: File folder with flaps that you make out of index paper hiding picture 

underneath. The idea is to put clues on the flap so child can guess what is underneath. You can 

use pictures from old magazines, internet, etc. and good to do clusters of like things (animals, 

trucks, art materials, balls, etc. that reflect interests of child)  You can also just create questions 

about what is underneath (ex. Tools book)  

4. Rebus Books: Can use stickers for words …make up a story with simple text, and use stickers 

that represent something familiar to child in place of words to point to for child to “read.” 

Repetition of same sticker throughout simple story is better for younger children.  

5. Clear contact paper books: A little more sophisticated in design but, if parent wants to do. use 

white small labels for text  and stickers work very well as illustrations 

a. Photo Book: use index paper and photos of child (or any subject of interest). I like this 

one especially when trying to  get parents to think and speak in warm and sensitive 

ways….have parent write whatever they want to say given a statement like “I like it 

when” or “you make me smile when…” etc.  

6. Wordless books: Use a theme and find old cards, pictures, etc. Paste on 5 by 8 index cards and 

attach to a ring. Especially good for Low literacy/ELL families. Stories can change…parent can 

change order of cards…to change story as desired.  This is a great way to bring importance of 

“storytelling” to use.  A fun way to extend is to lay cards out and let child (3 plus years) put in 

order and then make up a story. Both parent and child can do it together.    

 

  


